Secret Menu Items

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
YES, WE DID: we messed with a classic. This secret menu grilled cheese goes above and around its traditional predecessor. We were messing around with the square meal and tried grilling our sandwich using a buttered hamburger bun and two slices of ooey-gooey cheese. Mmm.
$3.00

The Big Bopper
Bring your appetite for this secret menu item! The Big Bopper can be ordered with single, double or even triple burger patties. Reminiscent of our neighbors up north, we dice up your burger patty(ies) and serve them over a bed of fries. Top off the poutine-esque pile with grilled onions and cheese sauce. Boom, baby!
Single: $5.50  Double: $7.50  Triple: $9.50

Great Balls of Fire!
Long winter? Nashville has brought the heat to Montana with another secret menu item. Great Balls of Fire! Imagine two chicken breast strips bathed in our spicy Nashville Hot Sauce, served up on a bed of hot crinkle-cuts. With your choice of sauce – of course!
$6.50

Secret Shakes

Red Hot Shake
Vanilla Shake spiced up with Cinnamon and Original Red Hot Cinnamon Candy!

Nutter Butter Shake
Vanilla Shake with crushed Nutter Butter Cookies.

Mint Oreo Shake
Vanilla Shake with mint syrup and crushed Oreo Cookies.